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	The bi-partite approach we took when producing the first edition of Modern Spanish

	Grammar has proved popular with students and tutors alike. For the second edition we

	went back to the people that use the Grammar and asked what they would like to see

	improved.





	As s result, we have taken the opportunity to make some changes to Part A (Structures)

	and to carry out revisions and make additions to Part B (Functions), as well as making

	some general corrections and updatings.





	Thank you to all our readers – we hope that they find this new edition as stimulating as

	the first.

	This new edition of the bestselling Modern Spanish Grammar: A Practical Guide is an innovative reference guide to Spanish, combining traditional and function-based grammar in a single volume.

	The Grammar is divided into two parts. Part A covers traditional grammatical categories such as word order, nouns, verbs and adjectives. Part B is carefully organized around language functions and notions such as:

	* Giving and seeking information

	* Putting actions into context

	* Expressing likes, dislikes and preferences

	With a strong emphasis on contemporary usage, all grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with examples. Implementing feedback from users of the first edition of the grammar, this second edition now features:

	* More functional items

	* Clearer explanations and more accessible descriptors

	* Greater emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of Spanish, such as tense usage, ser and estar and the reflective.

	This is the ideal reference grammar for learners of Spanish at all levels, from elementary to advanced. No prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided.
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The Practical Handbook of Genetic Algorithms: Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2000

	Rapid developments in the field of genetic algorithms along with the popularity of the first edition precipitated this completely revised, thoroughly updated second edition of The Practical Handbook of Genetic Algorithms. Like its predecessor, this edition helps practitioners stay up to date on recent developments in the field and provides...
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End User Computing Challenges and Technologies: Emerging Tools and Applications (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2007
Advances in information technologies have allowed end users to become a fundamental element in the development and application of computing technology and digital information.
End User Computing Challenges & Technologies: Emerging Tools & Applications examines practical research and case studies on such benchmark topics...
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Lucene in Action (In Action series)Manning Publications, 2004
Lucene is a gem in the open-source world‹-a highly scalable, fast search engine. It delivers performance and is disarmingly easy to use. Lucene in Action is the authoritative guide to Lucene. It describes how to index your data, including types you definitely need to know such as MS Word, PDF, HTML, and XML. It introduces you...
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Guide to Advanced Empirical Software EngineeringSpringer, 2007
Empirical studies have become an integral element of software engineering research and practice. This unique text/reference includes chapters from some of the top international empirical software engineering researchers and focuses on the practical knowledge necessary for conducting, reporting and using empirical methods in software engineering....
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Expanding Horizons in BioethicsSpringer, 2005

	Like its predecessor, New Dimensions in Bioethics, this volume developed out of a series of lectures at Yale University’s Institution for Social and Policy Studies. Each speaker in the Bioethics & Public Policy Seminar Series was invited because of her or his expertise in a given area of bioethics. Each of the more successful...
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Beginning Spring Boot 2: Applications and Microservices with the Spring FrameworkApress, 2017

	
		Learn Spring Boot and how to build Java-based enterprise, web, and microservice applications with it. In this book, you'll see how to work with relational and NoSQL databases, build your first microservice, enterprise, or web application, and enhance that application with REST APIs. You'll also learn how to build reactive web...
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